Abstract Objective To compare two systemic inflammatory markers, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) and white blood cell count (WBC), as a component of metabolic syndrome (MetS
Introduction

Insulin resistance syndrome (syndrome X) (1) or metabolic syndrome (MetS) (2) is a constellation of interrelated metabolic risk factors that appear to directly promote the development of diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Recent studies indicate that MetS is associated with not only diabetes and cardiovascular disease but also fatty liver disease (3), chronic kidney disease (CKD)
, atrial fibrillation (5) , obstructive sleep apnea (6) , and restrictive lung disease (7) . The predominant underlying mechanisms of MetS appear to be insulin resistance (1) , leptin resistance (8) , abdominal obesity (9) , autonomic dysfunction (8) , endothelial dysfunction (10) , and inflammation (11, 12) . Inflammation may be a core mechanism of both MetS (11) (12) (13) 
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slightly stronger correlations between WBC and obesity indices or blood pressures in men compared with Table 4 . 
Discussion
In the past several decades, there has been considerable effort to understand the underlying biology and to identify the risk factors of cardiovascular diseases. As risk factors were identified, it became apparent that they tended to cluster in the same individual. Thus, the concept of insulin resistance syndrome (syndrome X) (1) or MetS (2) emerged.
However, in 2005, the American Diabetes Association and the European Association for the Study of Diabetes jointly stated that no existing definition of MetS meets criteria as a syndrome (26) and there have been endless debates on the pros and cons of diagnosing this syndrome for individuals (27-30). Criteria that regard obesity as an inevitable component of MetS have a serious pit hole because there are a substantial number of metabolically obese normal weight individuals (31) and only about one third of the most insulin resistant individuals are actually obese (29). An essential drawback of Japanese MetS (visceral fat syn-
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drome) (21) is that it regards subcutaneous adipose tissue as a protective factor against the morbid effect of visceral adipose tissue (VAT) and ignores the risk contribution of abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT). In 2007, comparing correlations of VAT volume and SAT volume with metabolic risk factors, inflammatory markers, markers of oxidative stress, and markers of endothelial dysfunction in
Framingham Heart Study, it was clearly shown that the risk contribution of SAT cannot be ignored (32, 33 (13) and is thought to be a fundamental mechanism of MetS (11, 12) . Hs-CRP is an independent risk factor of diabetes (15) and cardiovascular disease (16) and it is proposed as a component of MetS (16) . Previously, we studied the cutoff point of hs-CRP as a component of MetS with a small-sized data (179 men and 166 women) and with a relatively rough hs-CRP measurement method (the measurement limit was 0.1 mg/L) and reported 0.65 mg/L as an optimal cutoff point of hs-CRP in Japanese for both men and women (37) . Later, we restudied with data from 1,062 men and 647 women and with a more sensitive hs-CRP measurement method (the measurement limit was 0.02 mg/L) and reported 0. 45 (21) in Japanese men, not in women (39) . Tamakoshi et al reported that elevated WBC was nearly significantly associated with a high risk of cardiovascular disease mortality in Japanese (19) .
mg/L in men and 0.25 mg/L in women as a cutoff point of hs-CRP for a component of MetS in Japanese (18). Nagasawa et al studied the association between WBC and MetS in Japanese men, not in women, using BMI instead of waist circumference (38) and Ishizaka et al also studied the association between WBC and Japanese MetS defined by the Examination Committee for Criteria of Metabolic Syndrome
In (47) . Thus, WBC may be a useful marker of cardiovascular disease risk.
As for the gender differences in the correlations between hs-CRP or WBC and other metabolic risk factors, the higher frequency of current smokers in men might have some effects on the differences because cigarette smoking increases WBC (48) and triglycerides (49) but decreases HDL cholesterol (49) and blood pressure (50) . However, the correlation coefficients after the exclusion of current smokers were essentially the same as before the exclusion except for the slightly stronger correlations between WBC and obesity indices or blood pressures in men after exclusion. Thus, there may be other unknown causes for the gender differences in the correlations between hs-CRP or WBC and other metabolic risk factors. 
Conclusions and limitations
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